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Josh Laipply, Chief Engineer; Mike McVaugh, RTD
20680 Region 5 Bridge Preventative Maintenance: ABR Region Support Justification

This memorandum provides specific information and consideration from an engineering perspective and program
related reasons for awarding project 20680 / STR 141A-040 Region 5 Bridge Preventative Maintenance.
This project will correct a number of issues on six different bridges throughout Region 5. Safety will be
improved on all the structures due to the various repairs and improvements including better skid resistance,
improved drainage and reduced deterioration at the bridge joints.
However, one bridge being addressed (P-05-S US 160 Bridge over the Animas River in Durango) has an ongoing
maintenance and safety concern. The south approach slab has experienced significant settlement resulting in
a substantial differential between the approach slab and the bridge. Currently the settlement is being
mitigated by a wedge of asphalt placed by Region 5 maintenance forces. This wedge has to be replaced
regularly as it is not a long term solution. Region 5 currently has warning signs of road damage and cautioning
motorcyclists approaching this bump. This project will replace the approach slab, expansion joint, adjacent
concrete paving and barrier rail in order to provide a permanent solution to this safety and maintenance issue.
See current condition below with warning signs:
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The varied nature of the work (possibly requiring several specialty subcontractors), remote location (Region 5
does not have local bridge specialty contractors), and proximity of each bridge location to one another are all
contributing factors to only receiving two bids for this project. It is highly likely that a re-bid will yield the
same results.
It is also believed that due to the project constraints, multiple mobilizations, small quantities, and two items
included on the project that are specialty items, (which represent almost $250,000.00 of the low-bid cost)
contributed to the above average bid prices. These prices are not likely to change significantly with a re-bid.
The project schedule has been structured in consideration of Durango and Pagosa Springs tourist season,
environmental restrictions, and winter/cold weather limitations from the specifications. If this project were
to be postponed as a result of a re-bid process, Region 5 would either (1) construct some sites in the spring
with a shutdown throughout the summer and restarting back in September or (2) postpone starting the project
until September 2020; neither of which are preferable.
On Thursday July 18th, the Transportation Commission approved Region 5’s request for supplemental funding
from the Region 5 Bridge Asset funds.
Given the above safety considerations and schedule requirements it is requested that this project be approved for
construction.
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